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Abstract

The physiological mechanisms of the neural coding of colors aim at explaining how physical
colors, i.e. reflected or emitted light entering the eyes from a visual environment, are converted
into perceived colors, i.e. the colors that can be sensed by humans. These mechanisms are
well-known to involve both three separate receptor types, the LMS cones, and spectrally op-
ponent and non-opponent interactions resulting from the activity rates of ganglion and lateral
geniculate nucleus cells. Color perception is thus a process inherently linked to an observing
apparatus and to an experimental environment. The main objective of this contribution is
to present a rigorous mathematical model that allows, by taking into account both trichro-
macy and color opponency viewpoints, to explain relativistic color perception phenomena first
argued by Yilmaz in 1962. The cornerstone of the proposed approach is the description of
Hering’s opponency by means of a quantum system, namely a rebit, whose (chromatic) states
are shown to satisfy Einstein-Poincaré relativistic addition law. This implies for instance that
the Hilbert metric on the state space of the rebit is relevant to express a chromatic constancy
property with respect to observer changes, as confirmed by measurements on experimental
data.

1 Introduction

As already pointed out by Russell [22], color perception is a phenomenon that cannot be investi-
gated without making reference to an observing apparatus and to an experimental environment:
“When, in ordinary life, we speak of the colour of the table, we only mean the sort of colour which
it will seem to have to a normal spectator from an ordinary point of view under usual conditions
of light. But the other colours which appear under other conditions have just as good a right to
be considered real; and therefore, to avoid favoritism, we are compelled to deny that, in itself, the
table has any one particular colour”. This point of view is clearly much more reminiscent of the
way one addresses the problem of measurements in quantum mechanics rather than in classical
mechanics.

All these observations seem to indicate that a quantum theory of color perception, whose
language is developed in section 2, is more adequate than a classical one. As we will discuss in
section 3, this intuition, already guessed in [1] and strongly supported by the mathematical results
obtained in [20], has been rigorously formalized in [3].

Recollecting results from [3] and [19], we explain how to obtain a meaningful geometrical
structure on the space of perceived colors by using only the so-called trichromacy axiom, which
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can be seen as an extended version of Schrödinger and Resnikoff’s set of axioms. As suggested by
its name, this axiom is meant to sum up in a mathematical language what is known concerning
the trichromatic aspects of color perception. Surprisingly, it can be shown that this sole axiom
is sufficient to bring out, from the properties of Jordan algebras, a quantum dynamic that fully
models Hering’s opponency mechanisms. This allows us to provide a coherent quantum framework
which we will also prove to be compatible with a relativistic theory of color perception.

Section 4 is devoted to the description of Yilmaz contribution [26]. Inspired by the mathe-
matical physics of the special theory of relativity, the author explained how to derive colorimetric
analogues of Lorentz transformations by exploiting the results of three color matching experi-
ments. Yilmaz experiments are precisely described and analyzed in [18] and they are recalled in
the appendix at the end of our paper. Our aim in this section is to follow Yilmaz as close as
possible. Nevertheless, we adapt the presentation and the argumentation in order to emphasize
what information is really taken into account and how it can be used from the mathematical view-
point. This motivates the introduction of a new nomenclature in section 4.2 with, in particular,
the precise definition of an observer adapted to an illuminant in the context considered by Yilmaz.

As discussed in section 4.5, the outcome of Yilmaz experiments is quite controversial, for
this reason, starting from section 5, we prove that color perception is a relativistic phenomenon
bypassing Yilmaz experiments and by using only the trichromacy axiom. The main source of
inspiration that guided us during this task is represented by the remarkable Mermin’s paper [16],
in which it is shown that the core aspect of special relativity is better understood if one concentrates
not on Lorentz transformations but on Einstein-Poincaré addition law of velocity vectors. This
will lead us directly to the definition, in section 5.1, of the concept of perceptual chromatic vector,
alongside with a whole new additional set of definitions regarding quantum perceptual chromatic
attributes.

The purely theoretical proof that perceptual chromatic vectors satisfy the Einstein-Poincaré
addition law, performed in section 5.2, not only permits to recast the outcome of the first two
Yilmaz experiments in our mathematically rigorous framework, but is also confirms, see section 6,
the relevance of the Hilbert metric, first introduced in the context of color perception in [3], on the
space of perceptual chromatic vectors: in this context, the Hilbert distance expresses a chromatic
constancy property with respect to observer changes. In section 6.1 we show that our theoretical
results are coherent with experimental data.

Finally, in section 7, we explain how to theoretically recover the result given by the third exper-
iment of Yilmaz, which is crucial in his approach since it avoids having to resort to a hypothetical
perceptual invariant Minkowski-like quadratic form. Yilmaz already noticed that the correspond-
ing chromatic effect can be considered as an analogue of relativistic aberration. To recover this
effect, we essentially show that pure perceptual chromatic states generate one-parameter sub-
groups of Lorentz boost maps. This is a key result that links the quantum dynamics of chromatic
opponency with the relativity of color perception.

2 The nomenclature of quantum perception

As stated in the introduction, we will deal with a quantum theory of color perception. This implies
the need of a suitable nomenclature that we establish in this section and that is adapted from the
language of quantum physics. From [7, 24, 17], we recall that the axiomatic structure of classical
and quantum theories is very similar, the fundamental difference being represented by the so-called
algebra of observables of the theory, as defined as follows:

– a physical system S is described as a setting where one can perform physical measures giving
rise to quantitative results in conditions that are as isolated as possible from external influences;

– observables in S are the objects of measures. If they form an associative and commutative
algebraic structure, then the physical theory is called classical, if either one or both properties
lack, then we talk about a quantum theory;

– states of S are associated with the ways S is prepared for the measurement of its observables;
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– the expected value of an observable in a given state of S is the average result of multiple
measures of the observable conducted in the physical system S prepared in the same state.

Regarding this last definition, we notice that this is the standard experimental way of associ-
ating a value to an observable both in classical and in quantum physics for two different reasons:
in the former we assume that nature is deterministic and we need to introduce the expected value
because all measurements are affected by errors, instead in the latter we assume that nature is
intrinsically probabilistic and so we need the concept of expected value to single out a value from
the set of values that the observable can assume.

Observables characterize a state through their measurements and, vice-versa, the preparation
of a particular state characterizes the experimental results that will be obtained on the observ-
ables. In the standard Hilbert space formulation of quantum theories, observables are Hermitian
operators on a Hilbert space, thus they form an associative but non-commutative algebra and the
duality observable-state is mathematically formalized by the Riesz-Markov-Kakutani representa-
tion theorem [21]. However, as we will see next, in the alternative quantum description proposed
by Jordan in [12], observables are elements of a commutative but non-associative Jordan algebra
and the duality observable-state in this case can be encoded in the autoduality property of the
positive cone of this algebra.

When we deal with a perceptual system, as e.g. a light stimulus embedded in a homogeneous
background, the definitions above remain valid, with two major differences: first, the instruments
used to measure the observables are not physical devices, but the sensory system of a human
being; second, the results may vary from person to person, thus the average procedure needed to
experimentally define the expected value of an observable in a given state is, in general, observer-
dependent. The response of an ideal standard observer can be obtained through a further statistical
average on the observer-dependent expected values of an observable in a given state.

If we specialize this idea to the case of color perception, we may give the following colorimetric
definitions:

– a perceptual chromatic state is represented by the preparation of a visual scene for psycho-
visual experiments;

– a perceptual color is the perceptual observable identified with a psycho-visual measure per-
formed in a given perceptual chromatic state;

– a perceived color is the expected value assumed by a perceptual color after a psycho-visual
measure.

We underline that the definition of a perceptual color as an observable associated to a psycho-
visual measure in a given perceptual chromatic state is very different than the physical meaning of
the term ‘color stimulus’, i.e. the spectral distribution of a light signal across the visual interval.
In fact, such a color stimulus, presented to an observer in different conditions, e.g. isolated
or in context, can be sensed as dramatically different perceived colors. Thus, from a perceptual
viewpoint, it is very ill-posed to identify a perceptual color with a color stimulus, as also mentioned
in [25], a classical reference for colorimetry.

3 Trichromacy and quantum color opponency

In this section we present the quantum theory of color perception on which the rest of the paper
will be based upon. We present just an overview of the results obtained in [3] and [19], we refer the
reader to these papers for details and explanations, especially in what concerns Jordan algebras.

3.1 Color perception from the trichromacy axiom

The path that leads to the so-called trichromacy axiom can be succinctly summarized as follows.
The classical, and well established, colorimetric experiences of Newton, Grassmann and Helmholtz
have been resumed by Schrödinger in a set of axioms that describe the structure of a space designed
to represent the set of colors from the trichromatic properties of color perception. These axioms
stipulate that this space, denoted C from now on, is a regular convex cone of real dimension 3. It
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is very important to note that, although it seems tempting to consider C as the space of perceived
colors, it is much more appropriate to consider it as a space of perceptual observables as defined
above. To avoid confusion, we call C the trichromacy cone. In [7], Resnikoff showed that to fully
exploit this mathematical structure one needs to add a supplementary axiom, namely the fact
that C is homogeneous, which precisely means that there exists a group acting transitively on C.
If we add one more property, the self-duality of C, then C becomes a symmetric cone. According
to the Koecher-Vinberg theorem [2], the trichromacy C can then be seen as the positive cone of a
formally real Jordan algebra A, i.e. as the set of squares of A. This motivates the following:

Trichromacy axiom [3]: – The trichromacy cone C is the positive cone of a formally real
Jordan algebra of real dimension 3.

The idea to recast the study of color perception in the Jordan algebra framework appears
already in Resnikoff’s contribution [20]. However, Resnikoff was more interested by using this
concept to understand brightness than to give a quantum interpretation of the classical axioms of
Schrödinger. Note that our trichromacy axiom differs from these latter by the fact that we require
C to be homogeneous and self-dual. Self-duality implies that C can also be considered as the state
cone associated to the perceptual chromatic state space. As mentioned before, this formulation of
the trichromacy axiom aims at emphasizing the observable-state duality on which our approach
relies.

The most surprising and intriguing consequences of the trichromacy axiom are given by the
classification theorem of Jordan - von Neumann - Wigner, see for instance [2]. According to this
theorem, the Jordan algebra A is isomorphic either to the sum R⊕R⊕R or to the Jordan algebra
H(2,R) of 2 by 2 symmetric matrices with real entries. The positive cone of the sum R⊕ R⊕ R
is the product R+ × R+ × R+. When equipped with the so-called Helmholtz-Stiles metric:

ds2 =

3∑
i=1

ai (dξi/ξi)
2
, (1)

ai, ξi ∈ R+, it is the metric space used in standard colorimetry. Since this space has been exten-
sively studied, in the sequel we will concentrate only on the second possibility which, as we will
see, contains the quantum structure that we are looking for. A crucial remark is that H(2,R) is
isomorphic, as a Jordan algebra, to the spin factor R⊕ R2 whose Jordan product is defined by:

(α1,v1) ◦ (α2,v2) = (α1α2 + 〈v1,v2〉, α1v2 + α2v1) , (2)

where α1 and α2 are reals, v1 and v2 are vectors of R2 and 〈 , 〉 denotes the Euclidean scalar
product on R2. An explicit isomorphism of Jordan algebras is given by:

χ : (α,v) ∈ R⊕ R2 7−→
(
α+ v1 v2

v2 α− v1

)
∈ H(2,R) , (3)

where v = (v1, v2).
The positive cone of the Jordan algebra H(2,R) is the set of positive semi-definite 2 by 2

symmetric matrices with real entries. Via the isomorphism χ it corresponds to the positive cone
of the spin factor R⊕ R2. This latter is given by:

C = {(α,v) ∈ R⊕ R2, α2 − ‖v‖2 ≥ 0, α ≥ 0} . (4)

The cone C is the trichromacy cone.

3.2 Quantum color opponency

H(2,R) is the algebra of observables of the real analogue of a qubit called a rebit. The states of
this quantum system are characterized by density matrices, i.e. positive elements of H(2,R) with
trace equal to 1. It is clear that a matrix of H(2,R) written as in eq. (3) is a density matrix if
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and only if v = (v1, v2) ∈ D = {v ∈ R2, ‖v‖ ≤ 1} and α = 1/2. Two explicit expressions for the
density matrices are:

ρ(v) =
1

2

(
1 + v1 v2

v2 1− v1

)
, (5)

and

ρ(v) =
1

2
(Id2 + v · σ) =

1

2
(Id2 + v1σ1 + v2σ2) , (6)

where Id2 is the 2× 2 identity matrix and σ = (σ1, σ2), with:

σ1 =

(
1 0
0 −1

)
σ2 =

(
0 1
1 0

)
. (7)

If we consider the state vectors written in Dirac’s notation as the following set of ‘ket’:

|u1〉 =

(
1
0

)
|d1〉 =

(
0
1

)
|u2〉 =

1√
2

(
1
1

)
|d2〉 =

1√
2

(
−1
1

)
, (8)

then, by denoting with 〈 | = | 〉t the corresponding set of ‘bra’, we have:

σ1 = |u1〉〈u1| − |d1〉〈d1| and σ2 = |u2〉〈u2| − |d2〉〈d2| . (9)

This shows that the state vectors |u1〉 and |d1〉, resp. |u2〉 and |d2〉, are eigenstates of σ1, resp.
σ2, with eigenvalues 1 and -1.

The two matrices σ1 and σ2 are Pauli-like matrices that give a two direction opponency mecha-
nism. More precisely, representing (v1, v2) in polar coordinates (r, θ), with r ∈ [0, 1] and θ ∈ [0, 2π),
the density matrix ρ(v) can be written in three equivalent forms:

ρ(r, θ) =
1

2

(
1 + r cos θ r sin θ
r sin θ 1− r cos θ

)
, (10)

or:

ρ(r, θ) =
1

2
((1 + r cos θ)|u1〉〈u1|+ (1− r cos θ)|d1〉〈d1|

+(r sin θ)|u2〉〈u2| − (r sin θ)|d2〉〈d2|) ,
(11)

or, by noticing that σ1 = ρ(1, 0)− ρ(1, π) and σ2 = ρ(1, π/2)− ρ(1, 3π/2) and using eq. (6):

ρ(r, θ) = ρ0 +
r cos θ

2
(ρ(1, 0)− ρ(1, π)) +

r sin θ

2
(ρ(1, π/2)− ρ(1, 3π/2)) , (12)

where ρ0 = Id2/2 and ρ(r, θ) = ρ0 if and only if r = 0. A useful representation of the rebit states
is provided by the Bloch disk, see Figure 1.

The density matrices parameterized by r = 1, independently on θ ∈ [0, 2π), i.e. ρ(1, θ),
correspond to pure states. They are characterized by either the equation:

ρ(1, θ) ◦ ρ(1, θ) = ρ(1, θ) , (13)

or, recalling that the von Neumann entropy of a generic density matrix ρ is defined as−Trace(ρ log ρ),
by:

− Trace(ρ(1, θ) log ρ(1, θ)) = 0 , (14)

which means that their von Neumann entropy is zero. These pure state density matrices are the
projector matrices:

ρ(1, θ) = |1, θ〉〈1, θ| , (15)

with |1, θ〉 = cos(θ/2)|u1〉 + sin(θ/2)|d1〉. The density matrix ρ0 that corresponds to the state of
maximal von Neumann entropy is ρ0 = Id2/2 and it can be written as the mixture:

ρ0 =
1

4
ρ(1, 0) +

1

4
ρ(1, π) +

1

4
ρ(1, π/2) +

1

4
ρ(1, 3π/2) . (16)
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Figure 1: The Bloch disk of the rebit illustrating the opponency mechanism. The density matrix
ρ(1, π/4) is given by: ρ(1, π/4) = |1, π/4〉〈1, π/4| = (|u1〉 + |u2〉)(〈u1| + 〈u2|)/(2 +

√
2) . The

mixture (ρ(1, 0) + ρ(1, π/2))/2 is the density matrix: ρ(
√

2/2, π/4) = ρ0 + 1
4 (ρ(1, 0) − ρ(1, π)) +

1
4 (ρ(1, π/2)− ρ(1, 3π/2)).

Eq. (12) shows that every density matrix is the sum of the state of maximal entropy with two
other components that describe the opponency with respect to the two directions (ρ(1, 0), ρ(1, π))
and (ρ(1, π/2), ρ(1, 3π/2)). Given a density matrix ρ(r, θ), one can evaluate the contribution of
the opposition (ρ(1, 0), ρ(1, π)) given by σ1 by computing:

〈σ1〉ρ(r,θ) = Trace(ρ(r, θ) ◦ σ1) = r cos θ , (17)

and the same for the other direction. It is quite remarkable that the Block disk of Figure 1 gives a
quantum analogue of the Hering disk that describes the color opponency mechanism resulting from
the activity of certain retinal neurons [23]. The matrix σ1 encodes the opposition red/green, while
the matrix σ2 encodes the opposition yellow/blue. We underline that this quantum justification
of the color opponency derives only from the trichromacy axiom when considering the algebra
H(2,R).

4 Yilmaz relativity of color perception

As we have declared in the introduction, one of the aims of our paper is to show that the quantum
framework previously described is also perfectly suited to describe a relativistic theory of color
perception, as we will show starting from section 5.

Before going through the details of our analysis, it is necessary to discuss Yilmaz’s paper [26]
which, to the best of our knowledge, is the first and only contribution that investigates the geometry
of color perception from the viewpoint of special relativity. The main Yilmaz goal is to obtain
colorimetric Lorentz transformations by interpreting mathematically the outcomes of three basic
experiments. Actually, as we will detail in section 4.5, these experiments are quite controversial
and this fact gives an even stronger motivation to recast Yilmaz in a rigorous mathematical setting
where these experiments can be completely bypassed.
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4.1 Yilmaz colorimetric setting

In order to analyze the results of color matching experiments, Yilmaz considers a conical color
space that, in our notation, can be written as follows:

C̃ = {(α, x, y) ∈ R3, Σ2 − ‖v‖2 ≥ 0, α ≥ 0} , (18)

where v = (v1, v2) = (x/α, y/α) with α > 0; if α = 0, then also v is null. It should be noticed

that the cone C̃ used here is very similar to the trichromacy cone C introduced in section 3.1. But,
contrary to our approach that leads naturally to consider this cone from the trichromacy axiom,
the mathematical arguments, partially based on Fourier analysis, developed in [26] to justify the
relevance of this space are not fully mathematically convincing. Moreover, as explained before,
the cone C inherits of a rich algebraic structure which is not the case for C̃. A color c of C̃ can
be viewed both as a point of R3 with coordinates (α, x, y) and as a couple (α,v), where α is a
positive real number and v is a vector of R2 of Euclidean norm v = ‖v‖ less or equal to Σ. In
Yilmaz context, the norm v is the saturation of the color c, the angle defined by φ = arctan(y/x)
its hue, and the positive real α its lightness.

The existence of a positive real Σ, which plays the role of a limiting saturation ‘reached by
spectral colors’, is one of the fundamental assumptions of Yilmaz. The definition of saturation
given above is the analogue of speed (the magnitude of the velocity vector) in mechanics, thus it
seems clear that, from Yilmaz’s viewpoint, the limiting saturation Σ should be interpreted as an
analogue of the light speed. Concisely, the purpose of the three experiments described in [26] is
to show that:

1. color perception is a relativistic phenomenon;
2. the limiting saturation is constant under ‘illuminant changes’;
3. there exists a colorimetric aberration effect which is the analogue of the relativistic one.
It is worth mentioning that Yilmaz does not use any information related to a hypothetical

invariant quadratic form. In physics, the introduction of an invariant metric on the Minkowski
space is motivated by an abundance of precisely experimental facts, which are not available in
the colorimetric setting. It is arguable that this is the reason why Yilmaz wanted to bypass the
introduction of an invariant metric by introducing the results of the third experiment.

Similarly to what we have done in section 2 by adapting quantum mechanical definitions to the
perceptual domain, our description and subsequent analysis of Yilmaz’s experimental results will
be greatly simplified if we set up a novel nomenclature, this time adapted from special relativity.

4.2 The nomenclature of color perception relativity

We start by underling that the perceptual chromatic states considered by Yilmaz are prepared in
such a way that no emitting sources of light are present in the visual scene, for this reason, the
existence of an illuminant is necessary to define the state.

Without any further specification, we consider a color c as an abstract coordinate-free element
of the space C̃. This interpretation is the exact analogue to what we do in Galilean mechanics when
we consider the position as an abstract element of the space R3 without coordinates. A coordinate
system can be introduced in C̃ by considering an illuminant1 which allows us to identify c and to
perform measurements on it. For this reason, here we define an illuminant to be a reference frame
I of the space C̃.

It is well-known, see e.g. [8, 10], that when an observer is embedded for a sufficient time in
a visual scene illuminated by I, he/she will perceive the surface of an object characterized by
non-selective reflectance properties without a color saturation. In this case, we call that observer
adapted to I. This consideration naturally leads us to call any couple o = (c, I), such that the

color c ∈ C̃ has zero saturation in the reference frame I, an observer adapted to an illuminant I,

1More precisely, we should call it a broadband illuminant, i.e. a light source extended over the entire visible
spectrum. The reason is that, if we consider a narrow-band illuminant, the so-called Helson-Judd effect enters into
play and an observer will experience an incomplete adaptation, see e.g. [8]. For the sake of simplicity, we will
implicitly consider an illuminant as broadband without further specifications.
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or simply an observer from now on. Given the analogy between the saturation of a color and the
speed of a velocity vector for a mechanical system, an observer o = (c, I) is characterized by the
fact that the color c appears ‘at rest’ in the reference frame I.

Carrying on the analogy with mechanics, we will call o1 = (c1, I1) and o2 = (c2, I2) two inertial
observers. Given i, j = 1, 2, i 6= j, cj will be described by oi with a color cij = (α,vij), for a certain

vector vij such that ‖vij‖ ≤ Σ and, by definition of observer, cii = (α,0), being cii the coordinate
representation of ci w.r.t. Ii, i = 1, 2. Given two inertial observers o1 and o2, we denote by
(α1, x1, y1) the coordinates of the reference frame I1 and by (α2, x2, y2) the coordinates of the
reference frame I2.

4.3 Yilmaz experiments

Thanks to the nomenclature just introduced, we are now able to give a concise description of
Yilmaz experiments, for the original description see [26, 18] or the appendix.

Yilmaz considers only the case of one non-zero component of the v vector, i.e. vc1 = (vc1 , 0),
vc2 = (vc2 , 0), and v12 = (v12, 0).

The result of the first experiment can be expressed by the following equalities:

vc12 = v12, vc21 = −v12 . (19)

Since, for i, j = 1, 2, i 6= j, the saturation of ci is null in the reference frame Ii and different
from zero in the reference frame j, eq. (19) clearly shows that color perception is a relativistic
phenomenon.

Also the second experiment involves two inertial observers o1 = (c1, I1) and o2 = (c2, I2), both
describing the same color c. The result of the second experiment can be summarized as follows:

vc1 = (Σ, 0) =⇒ vc2 = (Σ, 0) , (20)

i.e., colors with limiting saturation are perceived as such by all inertial observers.
As already mentioned, the third experiment is meant to mimic the relativistic aberration effect.

Once again, it involves two inertial observers o1 and o2, both observing the same color c, different
from the previous one. The result of the third experiment is the following:

vc1 = (0,Σ) =⇒ vc2 = (−Σ sinϕ,Σ cosϕ) , (21)

with sinϕ = v12/Σ. As we are going to see, this experiment is crucial for the derivation of the
colorimetric Lorentz transformations.

4.4 Yilmaz derivation of colorimetric Lorentz transformations

We explain now how to obtain the colorimetric Lorentz transformations from eqs. (19), (20) and
(21). In [26] the coordinate change between o1 and o2 is supposed to be linear. As shown in detail
is [18], when we take into account the specific choices made by Yilmaz, the coordinate change is
given by:  α2

x2

y2

 =

 a11 a12 0
a21 a22 0
0 0 1

 α1

x1

y1

 . (22)

Consequently, we have:

x2

α2
=
a21α1 + a22x1

a11α1 + a12x1
,

x1

α1
=
−a21α2 + a11x2

a22α2 − a12x2
. (23)

The two equalities of eq. (19) are equivalent to:

a21

a11
= −v12,

−a21

a22
= v12 . (24)
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This shows that: a11 = a22 and a21 = −v12a22.
The result of the second experiment, eq. (20), is equivalent to:

Σ =
a21 + a22Σ

a11 + a12Σ
, (25)

which gives: a12 = −(v12a22)/Σ2.
From the third experiment, eq. (21), we have:

− tanϕ =
a21α1 + a22x1

y1
=
a21

Σ
. (26)

Since sinϕ = v12/Σ, this implies:

a22 =
1√

1− (v12/Σ)2
. (27)

Finally:  α2

x2

y2

 =


1√

1−(v12/Σ)2
−v12/Σ2√
1−(v12/Σ)2

0

−v12√
1−(v12/Σ)2

1√
1−(v12/Σ)2

0

0 0 1


 α1

x1

y1

 , (28)

which can be recognized to be a Lorentz boost along the x-direction. It is worth noticing that
the derivation of these colorimetric Lorentz transformations proposed by Yilmaz relies only on
information given by the v-component of colors, the only one appearing in eqs. (19), (20) and
(21). In the quantum framework, these v-components correspond to perceptual chromatic vectors
that will be introduced in 5.1.

4.5 Issues about Yilmaz approach

Without calling into question the great originality of Yilmaz’s ideas and the relevance of his results,
we deem necessary to underline some issues about the approach that we have reported above. As
mentioned before, the derivation of the colorimetric Lorentz transformations is essentially based
on the following assumptions:

– the space of perceived colors is the cone, and, in particular, there exists a limiting saturation
Σ;

– the coordinate changes between inertial observers are linear transformations;
– the results obtained from the three experiments are considered as valid.

However, no experimental result, nor apparatus description is available in [26] and this naturally
raises doubts about the actual implementation of the three experiments. Furthermore, while the
results of the first two experiments is plausible, the outcome of the third seems completely illusory.
In fact, Yilmaz defines the limiting saturation of a color c = (α, x, y) ∈ C̃ as a value Σ of ‖v‖ that
cannot be perceptually matched with that of any Munsell chip, thus, while this definition permits
to identify the limiting saturation of a color, it does not allow its measurement. As a consequence,
eq. (21), with its precise analytical form, seems to be an ad-hoc formula used to single out
the colorimetric Lorentz transformations (28), more than the real outcome of a psycho-physical
experiment.

It may be tempting to adopt a more conventional approach to obtain the desired transforma-
tions starting, for instance, from the fact that there exists a limiting saturation invariant under
observer changes and that the color space is isotropic and homogeneous. However, to go further,
it is necessary to introduce an analogue of the Minkowski metric, which Yilmaz precisely circum-
vents. One may choose to follow the standard path used in special relativity, see e.g. [14, 15],
to justify the existence of such a metric. However, while the assumptions that go along with this
approach rely on a solid experimental basis for what concerns the Minkowski spacetime, they are
far from being either obvious or simple to be tested for the space of perceived colors. For this
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reason, we consider a better solution to follow less conventional, but fully equivalent, approaches
to special relativity as, e.g., that of the remarkable Mermin’s paper [16], whose main focus is
the Einstein-Poincaré velocity addition law and not Lorentz transformations. As mentioned in
the introduction, this alternative approach seems more suitable because the colorimetric effects
reported by Yilmaz involve the sole v-components or equivalently the sole perceptual chromatic
vectors.

5 Einstein-Poincaré’s addition law for chromatic vectors
and the formalization of Yilmaz first two experimental
results

In this section we show that the outcomes of the first two experiments quoted by Yilmaz in his
model can be rigorously derived from the fact that the so-called perceptual chromatic vectors,
that will be introduced in subsection 5.1, satisfy the Einstein-Poincaré addition law.

In order to show in the clearest way how to obtain the results stated above, we start by
introducing the concept of perceptual chromatic vector, alongside with several other definitions of
chromatic attributes.

5.1 The nomenclature of quantum perceptual color attributes

We recall that a perceptual color c is an element of the trichromacy cone C, i.e. explicitly c = (α,v)
with α2 − ‖v‖2 ≥ 0 and α ≥ 0. The positive real α is called the magnitude2 of c. Since the cone
C is self-dual, then c can also be considered as an element of the dual cone C∗.

The case when c has magnitude α = 1/2 is special, in fact, as previously seen, thanks to the
isomorphism defined in eq. (3), c can naturally be associated to a density matrix representing its
state. For this reason, in the sequel, a color with magnitude 1/2 will be called a perceptual color
state. To emphasize that a perceptual color c is a perceptual color state we add the subscript s,
so that the symbol cs will denote a color (1/2,v), with ‖v‖ ≤ 1/2.

We can associate to any other color c with arbitrary magnitude α ≥ 0 a density matrix by
considering the projection obtained by dividing c with respect to twice its first component, i.e.
c/2α = (1/2,v/2α), which belongs to D1/2 = {c ∈ C, α = 1/2}, the set of all perceptual colors
whose magnitude is fixed to 1/2.

The vector vc ∈ D1/2 is called the perceptual chromatic vector of the color c because it carries
only information about the chromatic attributes of c and not about its magnitude.

By using eq. (5), we can associate a density matrix to every perceptual chromatic vector
vc = (vc,1, vc,2) ∈ D1/2 simply by considering 2vc ∈ D, which allows us to write:

ρ(2vc) =
1

2

(
1 + 2vc,1 2vc,2

2vc,2 1− 2vc,1

)
. (29)

For every perceptual color c ∈ C, the density matrix ρ(2vc) characterizes the perceptual chro-
matic state of c. The difference between a color and a chromatic state is represented by the fact
that, in the first case, the density matrix associated to a color c with magnitude 1/2 contains all
the information about the state of c, magnitude included, which is not the case for a chromatic
state, where the magnitude α of c does not play any role.

Two noticeable conditions about perceptual chromatic states can be singled out: the first is
when the density matrix ρ(2vc) describes a pure perceptual chromatic state, in this case, c ∈ C
is said to be a pure perceptual color. This condition is equivalent to ‖vc‖ = 1/2, so that pure
perceptual colors are in one-to-one correspondence with the points of the perimeter of the disk
D1/2. The second noticeable condition is when ρ(2vc) describes the state of maximal von Neumann

2We prefer not to use the term lightness because of possible confusion. See for instance [13] for a discussion on
the meaning of this word.
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entropy, in this case c ∈ C is said to be an achromatic perceptual color. Since the condition
ρ(2vc) = ρ0 = Id2/2 is equivalent to vc,1 = vc,2 = 0, it follows that the center of the disk D1/2

represents achromatic perceptual colors.
We now introduce the chromaticity descriptors, that we will call purities and quantities. For

the sake of simplicity, we will consider only colors c whose perceptual chromatic vectors are of
the form vc = (vc, 0) with −1/2 ≤ vc ≤ 1/2. The two chromatic vectors v+ = (1/2, 0) and
v− = (−1/2, 0) are pure opponent chromatic vectors. Given a color c, its chromatic vector vc
divides the segment connecting v− and v+ (extremes excluded) in two parts, whose lengths are
denoted by p−(c) and p+(c), where:

p−(c) =
1

2
− vc =

1− 2vc
2

, (30)

will be called the − purity of c and

p+(c) = vc −
(
−1

2

)
=

1 + 2vc
2

, (31)

will be called the + purity of c. The sum of the − and + purity of c is 1, so vc can be written as the
convex combination of the pure opponent chromatic vectors v− and v+ with weights given by p−

and p+, respectively, i.e. vc = p−(c)v− + p+(c)v+. The term ‘purity’ is particularly appropriate,
not only because it involves the pure opponent chromatic vectors, but also because it is reminiscent
of the same term appearing in classical CIE (Commission International de l’Éclairage) colorimetry.
Indeed, also the definition of ‘excitation purity’ pe of a color c carries the information about its
position on a straight line, precisely the one joining the equienergy point w (achromatic color) of
the CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram with the so-called dominant wavelength of c (represented by
a point belonging to the border of the chromaticity diagram). See [25] for more details.

Let also denote

r(c) =
p−(c)

p+(c)
=

1− 2vc
1 + 2vc

, (32)

the purity ratio of the color c. We have:

vc =
1

2

(
p+(c)− p−(c)

p+(c) + p−(c)

)
. (33)

It is obvious that, given two colors c and d, we have:

vc = vd ⇐⇒ p+(c) = p+(d) ⇐⇒ p−(c) = p−(d) . (34)

Two colors with the same purity differ only by their magnitude. For this reason, it is useful
to define a color attribute analogue to purity but which takes into account also the magnitude
information that has been lost after the projection on D1/2. This is done as follows: we define the
− quantity of a color c by:

q−(c) = 2αcp
−(c) = αc(1− 2vc) , (35)

and similarly the + quantity by:

q+(c) = 2αcp
+(c) = αc(1 + 2vc) , (36)

where αc is the magnitude of c. Of course, perceptual colors with magnitude equal to 1/2, i.e.
percpetual color states, are characterized by the fact that their purities and quantities coincide.

5.2 Einstein-Poincaré addition law for perceptual chromatic vectors and
Yilmaz first two experiments

Now we discuss our main issue: how can we describe a given color c relatively to another given
color d? One intuitive way to do it is to compare q−(c) with q−(d) and q+(c) with q+(d), that is
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to compare their − and + quantities. For this, we can consider the quantity ratios:

s+(c, d) =
q+(c)

q+(d)
and s−(c, d) =

q−(c)

q−(d)
. (37)

If we only know the numerical values of q±(c), q±(d) and not their explicit expressions (35) and
(36), then using the quantity ratio to compare c and d makes sense only if d is a perceptual color
state. In fact, and to take an example, if c and d are two perceptual colors with the same chromatic
vector, the ratio, for instance, s+(c, d) does not give any information about the description of c
relatively to d since we do not know the magnitude of d.

Let us consider two arbitrary colors c and d whose magnitudes and chromatic vectors are
respectively αc and αd, and vc and vd, with vc > vd. We have:

s+(c, d) =
αcp

+(c)

αdp+(d)
and s−(c, d) =

αcp
−(c)

αdp−(d)
. (38)

In order to describe c with respect to d, we have to perform quantity ratios between c and ds, this
latter being the color state whose chromatic vector equals vd. We write:

s+(c, d) =
q+(c)

2αdp+(ds)
=

q+(c)

2αdq+(ds)
=

1

2αd
s+(c, ds) , (39)

and the same with the minus sign.
Now we arrive to the key definition of a chromatic vector, that we will denote with vcd, that

describes the color c with respect to d. In order to do that, we take inspiration from eq. (33) with
quantity ratios playing the role of purities, thus obtaining:

vcd =
1

2

(
s+(c, ds)− s−(c, ds)

s+(c, ds) + s−(c, ds)

)
. (40)

We have:

vcd =
1

2

(
q+(c)q−(d)− q−(c)q+(d)

q+(c)q−(d) + q−(c)q+(d)

)
, (41)

that is:

vcd =
1

2

(
p+(c)p−(d)− p−(c)p+(d)

p+(c)p−(d) + p−(c)p+(d)

)
. (42)

Now we compute:

vc − vd
1− 4vcvd

=

1
2

(
p+(c)−p−(c)
p+(c)+p−(c)

)
− 1

2

(
p+(d)−p−(d)
p+(d)+p−(d)

)
1− p+(c)−p−(c)

p+(c)+p−(c) ·
p+(d)−p−(d)
p+(d)+p−(d)

. (43)

We have:

vc − vd
1− 4vcvd

=
1

2

(
(p+(d) + p−(d))(p+(c)− p−(c))− (p+(d)− p−(d))(p+(c) + p−(c))

(p+(c) + p−(c))(p+(d) + p−(d))− (p+(c)− p−(c))(p+(d)− p−(d))

)
(44)

This shows that:

vcd =
vc − vd

1− 4vcvd
, (45)

or equivalently:

vc =
vcd + vd

1 + 4vcdvd
. (46)

Equations (45) and (46) are the exact analogue of the Einstein-Poincaré addition law of special
relativity written with our nomenclature with the only exception of the factor 4 in eq. (46) which
is due to the fact that chromatic vectors have norms less or equal to 1/2, i.e. that in our model
the limiting saturation Σ is equal to 1/2.
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Thanks to eqs. (45) and (46), the proof of the fact that the first two outcomes of Yilmaz’s
experiments can be derived in a purely theoretical manner is extremely simple. In fact, eq. (45)
implies that vdc = −vcd, which is nothing but an alternative way of writing eq. (19), i.e. the result
of the first Yilmaz experiment. Moreover, if we introduce vcd = (Σ, 0) in eq. (46), then we obtain
vc = (Σ, 0), which is the precisely eq. (20) written with the symbols of the present section, i.e.
the result of Yilmaz’s second experiment.

6 A theoretically and experimentally coherent distance on
the space of perceptual chromatic vectors: the Hilbert
metric

In this section we prove that, quite remarkably, the Einstein-Poincaré additivity law satisfied by
perceptual chromatic vectors permits to coherently equip the space of such vectors with the so-
called Hilbert metric. In subsection 6.1, we show that this metric is compatible with the results
of well-established psycho-visual experiments.

Let us start by recalling that, given four collinear points a, p, q, and b of R2, with a 6= p and
q 6= b, the cross ratio [a, p, q, b] is defined by [5]:

[a, p, q, b] =
‖q − a‖
‖p− a‖

· ‖p− b‖
‖q − b‖

, (47)

where ‖·‖ denotes the Euclidean norm. Given two points p and q of the closed disk D1/2 such that
the points (−1/2, 0) = a−, p, q, and (1/2, 0) = a+ are collinear with the segment [p, q] contained
in the segment [a−, a+], the D1/2-Hilbert distance dH(p, q) is given by [5]:

dH(p, q) =
1

2
ln [a−, p, q, a+] , (48)

where the choice of the points involved in the cross ratio above guarantees that the argument of
ln is strictly positive.

We consider now three chromatic vectors vc, vd and vcd of D1/2 with vc = (vc, 0), vd = (vd, 0)
and vcd = (vcd, 0). We have the following elementary result (see for instance [9] for related topics).

Proposition 6.1 With the notations introduced above, it holds that:

dH((0, 0), (vcd, 0)) = dH((vd, 0), (vc, 0)) ⇐⇒ vc =
vcd + vd

1 + 4vcdvd
. (49)

Proof. By definition, the equality dH((0, 0), (vcd, 0)) = dH((vc, 0), (vd, 0)) holds if and only if
[a−, (0, 0), (vcd, 0), a+] = [a−, (vd, 0), (vc, 0), a+]. Equivalently:

dH((0, 0), (vcd, 0)) = dH((vc, 0), (vd, 0)) ⇐⇒ 1/2− vc
1/2 + vc

=
1/2− vcd
1/2 + vcd

· 1/2− vd
1/2 + vd

. (50)

By direct computation, it can be checked that this last equation is equivalent to eq. (49). 2

The colorimetric interpretation of the relation:

dH(0,vcd) = dH(vd,vc) ⇐⇒ vc =
vcd + vd

1 + 4vcdvd
(51)

is the following. The vector vcd appears in the relativistic sum equation expressed by (46) together
with the chromatic vectors vc and vd if and only if the Hilbert length dH(0,vcd) of vcd is equal
to the Hilbert distance between vc and vd. Since vcd describes the color c with respect to the
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color d, this result implies that the Hilbert distance is a mathematically coherent candidate for a
perceptual metric of chromatic attributes.

A geometric representation of this result is provided by the so-called Chasles theorem on
cross ratios of cocyclic points, see Figure 2, which provides a graphical method to construct
the relativistic sum of two vectors in one dimension. Although elementary, this result reveals a
meaningful link between the Einstein-Poincaré addition law of chromatic vectors and the Hilbert
metric, which, on D1/2, coincides precisely with the Klein hyperbolic metric defined by:

ds2
D1/2

=
(1/4− v2

2)dv2
1 + 2v1v2dv1dv2 + (1/4− v2

1)dv2
2

(1/4− ‖v‖2)2
. (52)

The geodesics with respect to this metric are straight chords of D1/2.

Figure 2: Illustration of the result of Prop. (6.1) by Chasles theorem on the cross ratios of cocyclic
points. vc, vd and vcd satisfy eq. (51).

6.1 Compatibility of the Hilbert metric with psycho-visual experimen-
tal data

Now we address the important issue of the compatibility between the Hilbert metric on D1/2

and psychovisual measurements. This is not an easy task because of two reasons: firstly, ex-
perimental data on color perception are very scarce, secondly, psychovisual measurements are
always affected by subjective variations which imply the use of averaging procedures that in-
evitably reduce the measure accuracy. The only psychovisual results consistent with our frame-
work that we were able to find are those reported in [4] and [6]. The authors conducted their
tests with the help of the standard CIE illuminants C (near-daylight, (xC , yC) = (0.3125, 0.3343))
and A (tungsten, (xA, yA) = (0.4475, 0.4084)) and added a third one, denoted with G (greenish,
(xG, yG) = (0.3446, 0.4672)). The values (x, y) represent the CIE xyY chromaticity coordinates of
C, A and G, respectively, Fig. 6.1 shows their position in the chromaticity diagram. In what fol-
lows, observers adapted to the illuminants C, A and G, respectively, will be denoted by o1 = (c, C),
o2 = (a,A) and o3 = (g,G). A haploscope is used to compare the color perception of one eye
always adapted to the illuminant C and the other eye adapted to C, A and G.

Fig. 6.1 shows, in the xyY diagram, three families of curves obtained by the tests performed
in [6]:

– the first is composed by three contours surrounding C that correspond to color stimuli with
fixed Munsell value, different hue but with the same perceived Munsell chroma in {2, 4, 8}. By
normalizing these data between 0 and 0.5 we obtain {0.1, 0.2, 0.4}, which are the norms of the
chromatic vectors v1

c of the colors associated to the corresponding stimuli observed by o1;
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– the second and the third are given by two contours surrounding A, resp. G, that correspond
to colors c with varying hues and whose Munsell chroma belong to the set {2, 4}. The chromatic
vectors v2

c , resp. v3
c , of these colors observed from o2, resp. o3, have norms belonging to the set

{0.1, 0.2}.

Figure 3: The iso Munsell chroma contours found by [6] in the xyY diagram.

As discussed above, the psychovisual data reported in [4] and [6] are only averaged, thus, the
only kind of information that we have from Fig. 6.1 is, for example, that the xyY coordinates of
standard illuminant A are between the curves of chroma 4 and 8 of the observer o1. Thus, the
norm of the chromatic vectors is not possible to achieve with accuracy. However, in order to test
our mathematical theory, as a first approximation, we perform a linear interpolation from the data
appearing in the figure, which gives ‖v1

a‖ ' 6.76/20 = 0.338.
In Fig. 4(a), we denote by F and F ′ the xyY coordinates of the points in the xyY diagram

obtained by the intersection between the line connecting A and C with the iso-chroma contours
for o1 and o2, respectively. The color F is perceived by o1 as having a chromatic vector v1

f with

norm ‖v1
f‖ = 0.2. By construction, we determine F ′, the color perceived by o2 with chromatic

vector v2
f ′ such that v2

f ′ = v1
f . Again, by linear interpolation, the norm of the chromatic vector

v1
f ′ corresponding to the color F ′ perceived by o1, is approximated by ‖v1

f ′‖ ' 3.76/20 = 0.188.
Fig. 4(b) shows all the chromatic vectors in the disk D1/2.

One can easily check, as illustrated by Chasles theorem, that:

dH(v1
f ,v

1
c) = dH(v2

f ′ ,v
2
a) = dH(v1

f ′ ,v
1
a) . (53)

The same reasoning applied to the situation depicted in Fig. 5(a), where the points F2 and
F2′ belong to another iso-chroma contour, leads to:

dH(v1
f2,v

1
c) = dH(v2

f2′ ,v
2
a) = dH(v1

f2′ ,v
1
a) , (54)

see Fig. 5(b).
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(a) The illuminants C and A and the colors F and F ′

in the xyY diagram.
(b) Illustration of the equalities of eq. (53) in
the disk D1/2.

Figure 4: Invariance of the Hilbert distance under observer changes: illuminants C and A, and
colors F and F ′.

(a) The illuminants C and A and the colors F and F ′,
and F2 and F2′ in the CIE xyY diagram.

(b) Illustration of the equalities of Eq. (54) in
the disk D1/2.

Figure 5: Invariance of the Hilbert distance under observer changes: illuminants C and A, and
colors F , F ′, F2, and F2′.

Finally, we consider the quite more complicated situation depicted in Fig. 6(a). It is precised
in [4] that ‘A change from a blue (C) adaptation to a yellow (A) adaptation shows vectors running
in a blue-yellow direction, a change from a blue (C) adaptation to a green (G) adaptation shows
vectors running in a blue-green direction.’ This means that the angle between v1

a and v1
g is equal

to π/4. From Fig. 6(a) we can approximate the norm of the chromatic vector v1
g: ‖v1

g‖ ' 0.32.
The chromatic vectors v1

h and v3
h′′ of the two colors H and H ′′ marked on Fig. 6(a) are equal.

Once again, one can easily check that:

dH(v1
h,v

1
c) = dH(v3

h′′ ,v
3
g) = dH(v1

h′′ ,v
1
g) , (55)

see Fig. 6(b).
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(a) The three illuminants C, A and G, and the colors
F and F ′, F2 and F2′, and H and H′′ in the xyY
diagram.

(b) Illustration of the equalities of Eq. (55) in
the disk D1/2.

Figure 6: Invariance of the Hilbert distance under observer changes: illuminants C and G, and
colors H and H ′′, compared with illuminants C and A, and colors F and F ′.

These discussions show clearly that the Hilbert metric is compatible with the only psychovisual
data that we have at disposal. Here we have reported only three cases, but other three config-
urations related to Fig. 6.1 can be studied and our computations showed that they give rise to
the same conclusions. We have only treated the case when colors, e.g. F and F ′, have chromatic
vectors collinear to the new observer chromatic vector, e.g. v1

f and v1
f ′ are collinear to v1

a in
this first situation. Dealing with arbitrary colors needs the introduction of more sophisticated
mathematical tools to take into account the general addition law for non-collinear vectors. We
prefer to not enter in such details in the present work and to postpone the general case for future
research.

7 Chromatic aberration, boost maps and the theoretical
derivation of the outcome of Yilmaz’s third experiment

In this final section we show how eq. (21), the third and final result quoted by Yilmaz, can
be obtained as a theoretical consequence of the trichromacy axiom. We will obtain this result
by explaining how to recover the chromatic aberration effect from the trichromacy axiom, which
happens to be related to how pure chromatic states generate Lorentz boost maps which act on
the space of chromatic vectors.

7.1 One parameter subgroups of boost maps

Let us recall that the pure chromatic states are given by density matrices of the form:

ρ(v) =
1

2
(Id2 + v · σ) =

1

2

(
1 + v1 v2

v2 1− v1

)
, (56)

where v = (v1, v2) is a unit vector of R2. We have the following result.

Proposition 7.1 Every pure chromatic state generates a one-parameter subgroup of Lorentz boosts
[3].
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Proof. The matrix

A(v, ζ0) = exp
(
ζ
v · σ

2

)
, (57)

with ζ0 a real parameter, is an element of the group PSL(2,R). Using the action of PSL(2,R)
on H(2,R) we can consider the matrices given by:

σi 7−→ A(v, ζ0)σiA(v, ζ0) , (58)

for i = 0, 1, 2 with σ0 = Id2. The matrix with entries

M(v, ζ0)ij =
1

2
Trace (σiA(v, ζ0)σjA(v, ζ0)) , (59)

is the matrix

M(ζ) =

 cosh(ζ0) v1 sinh(ζ0) v2 sinh(ζ0)
v1 sinh(ζ0) 1 + v2

1(cosh(ζ0)− 1) v1v2(cosh(ζ0)− 1)
v2 sinh(ζ0) v1v2(cosh(ζ0)− 1) 1 + v2

2(cosh(ζ0)− 1)

 , (60)

with ζ = tanh(ζ0)(v1, v2). 2

For instance, if v = (1, 0) then:

M(ζ) =

 cosh(ζ0) sinh(ζ0) 0
sinh(ζ0) cosh(ζ0) 0

0 0 1

 . (61)

One can easily check that, in this case, the pure chromatic vector (cos θ, sin θ)/2 is sent to the
pure chromatic vector w = (w1, w2) with:

2w1 =
tanh(ζ0) + cos θ

1 + tanh(ζ0) cos θ

2w2 =
(1− tanh(ζ0)2)1/2 sin θ

1 + tanh(ζ0) cos θ
.

(62)

This example is precisely the one that describes mathematically the color effect brought to light
by the third Yilmaz experiment.

7.2 A theoretical derivation of the outcome of Yilmaz’s third experi-
ment

The dynamics given by eq. (62) is nothing else than the dynamics of the relativistic aberration
effect [14]. It allows, as already suggested by Yilmaz, to explain the results of the third experiment
described in [26].

The pure chromatic vector (0, 1)/2 is sent to the pure chromatic vector with coordinates
(tanh(ζ0), (1 − tanh(ζ0)2)1/2)/2 whereas the pure chromatic vector (1, 0)/2 remains unchanged.
When the rapidity ζ0 increases, tanh(ζ0) approaches 1 and the vector (tanh(ζ0), (1−tanh(ζ0)2)1/2)/2
approaches the vector (1, 0)/2. At the limit tanh(ζ0) = 1, every pure chromatic vector (cos θ, sin θ)/2
is sent to the vector (1, 0)/2, except the vector (−1, 0)/2.

This means that every pure chromatic vector, except the green pure chromatic vector, can be
transformed to a pure chromatic vector arbitrarily close to the red pure chromatic vector under
the Lorentz boost of eq. (61) if the rapidity ζ0 is sufficiently large.

Equation (62) allows us to provide a theoretical explanation of the results of Yilmaz’s third
experiment. To this aim, note that w1 is the cosine of the angle of the ray from the achromatic
vector to the image of the chromatic vector (cos θ, sin θ)/2 viewed under the initial illuminant I,
whereas

w1 =
− tanh(ζ0) + cos θ

1− tanh(ζ0) cos θ
(63)
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is the cosine of the angle of the ray from the achromatic vector to the image of the chromatic
vector (cos θ, sin θ)/2 viewed under the illuminant I ′. As a consequence, under the illuminant I ′,
the expected yellow chromatic vector given by θ = π/2 is in fact the greenish chromatic vector
given by cos θ = − tanh(ζ0).

8 Conclusion

In this paper we have strengthen the novel quantum theory of color perception proposed in [3]
and we extend it to incorporate also relativistic phenomena, resulting in a coherent relativistic
quantum theory of color perception.

We have shown that the noticeable, yet heuristic, intuition of Yilmaz [26] regarding the rel-
ativistic nature of color perception can be incorporated in a rigorous mathematical setting that
can be built from the single axiom of trichromacy.

We have obtained this result by following the hint given by Mermin’s alternative, and perhaps
more profound, reconstruction of the special theory of relativity from Einstein-Poincaré addition
law for velocity vectors. This led us to define and analyze the crucial concept of perceptual
chromatic vector and to show that such vectors actually satisfy Einstein-Poincaré addition law.

Quite surprisingly, this fact also allowed us to coherently endow the space of perceptual chro-
matic vectors with the Hilbert metric, which we verify to be in accordance with known experimental
results, thus underline the importance of such a distance in color perception.

We consider fascinating that both the relativistic and the quantum components of the theory
of color perception that we describe in this paper are based on unconventional and quite rarely
used approaches: Mermin’s viewpoint on special relativity and Jordan’s algebraic perspective on
quantum theories.

We deem that a significant part of our contribution is also represented by a whole new nomen-
clature that we introduced in sections 2, 4.2 and 5.1. This is an unavoidable step when building,
or refining, a novel theory. Nevertheless, in doing so we have tried to remain as close as possi-
ble to terms already present in quantum mechanics, special relativity and standard colorimetry,
respectively.

We are currently investigating the mathematical details of the extension of our proposal from
collinear chromatic vectors to the general case in which chromatic vectors do not necessarily lie on
the same axis. Moreover, we are also analyzing the possibility to explain well-known perceptual
effects, see e.g. [8] and [11], with the theoretical framework discussed here.

We also consider interesting to study how the novel objects and formalism that we have intro-
duced in this work can be used for practical colorimetric purposes and how they relate to existing
color spaces represented in cylindrical coordinates such as the HSV space. To this aim, and also
to more finely test our proposal, it is paramount to complement the exiguous psychovisual data
that we currently have at disposal and possibly to design new kind of experiments.

9 Appendix - Description of Yilmaz experiments

The generic apparatus for the experiments is shown in Fig. 7, where we can see two identical
rooms R1 and R2, separated by a common wall with a thin hole and illuminated by the sources
of light S1 and S2. Both rooms are painted with a non-selective Lambertian white paint. A piece
of white paper is divided in two parts and they are placed in the rooms, so that an observer
can perceive them simultaneously. The key point is that one piece is seen directly and the other
through the hole.

The illumination S1 of room R1 will always be provided by near-daylight broadband illumi-
nants. Instead, the illumination of room R2 will be provided by a light source S2 that can also be
narrow-band. The perceived colors are compared with the help of a set of Munsell chips enlighted
by the same illuminant under which the observer is adapted.
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Figure 7: The experimental apparatus considered by Yilmaz. The image on the right is from
Inter-Society Color Council News, Issue 419, Jan/Feb 2006, by kind concession of M. H. Brill,
whom we would like to thank for sharing this reference with us.

A detailed analysis of the interpretation and feasibility of the experiments is available in [18],
here we quote directly Yilmaz [26] to allow the reader to make up her or his own mind about
them.

9.1 The first experiment

‘If the sources S1 and S2 are chosen to be two different illuminants of near-daylight chromaticity,
I and I ′, then the wall of each room is perceived as white by the observer in the room but the
wall of the other room, as seen through the hole, appears chromatically colored. Furthermore, if
R2 appears with the saturation σ from R1, then R1 appears with the saturation approximately −σ
from R2, the minus sign indicating that the hue is complementary to the former hue.’

9.2 The second experiment

‘If S2 is chosen to be a single-frequency source, say, that corresponding to the long-wave (red)
extreme of the visible spectrum R, then the saturation Σ observed through the hole (observer being
in R1) is too high to be duplicated by any of the Munsell chips, and remains practically the same
if we change the illuminant from I to I ′ in R1.’

9.3 The third experiment

‘Let S2 be a source of frequency corresponding to the yellow part of the spectrum, Y , separated in
the hue circle by 90 degrees from spectrum red, R. Then if we change the illuminant in R1 from I
to I ′, the hue of Y is seen to change by an amount ϕ such that sinϕ ' σ/Σ. No variation seems
to take place in its saturation.’
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